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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove a representation theorem which has as a 
consequence: 
THEOREM. If G is a solvable grou. A < aut(G), C,(A) = 1, 
(1 A ;, I G 1) = 1, and A is nilpotent and 2, 1 2, jkee for all primes p tkm 
the Fit&g height of G is bounded above by the number of primes (counting 
multiplicities) that divide 1 A /. 
The above theorem is proved in [9]. Actually, we prove the following 
two results: 
Let izG be a solvable group with G normal and (i 1 G 1) = 1. suppose 
A is nilpotent and Z, 1 2, free for all primes p. Le 
teristic not dividing / A I. Assume V is a faithful irr 
Suppose A = A0 > A1 > ... > A”- = 1 is a central series for A and for m, 
Cy(Am) = (0) but @V(A111+1) f (0). 
THEOREM A. If R < G is abelian normal in AG thm there is a subgroup 
D < A”” so that 
(a) CV(AmflD) = (0), alzd 
(b) C,(D) 3 C,(A”+l). 
THE~KEM B. Suppose R < G is normal in AG and has a ukque rn~~~m~~ 
AG izvaviant subgroup R” < R. Suppose L/C,(RjR*) is an AG chief factor 
fey some L < G and C,(X/Y) = L f OY every AG chief factor X/Y ~j I?*, 
FinaEly, assume R is an rgroup for a primer. Then there is n s~~g~~~p D < A'" 
so that 
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(a) Cv(Am+lD) = (0), and 
(b) C,,,@) t Cm4Am+1), ami 
(4 C,mt,@) 2 CG,F(GdArnfl). 
The first general theorem of this type appears in [17, (4.1)] proved by 
E. Shult. This theorem was for abelian A and excluded certain numbers; 
among them were the Mersenne and Fermat primes. The extension of 
Shult’s theorem to a class 2 odd p group appears in [2, (VI.l)] again with 
the prime exclusions. Still with conditions upon primes these results were 
extended in [II, (1 l.l)] to arbitrary class odd p groups. By exploiting the 
same technique the most general theorem of this type was announced in 
[lo] still with conditions upon divisors of / AG I. 
The present theorems are an outgrowth of these earlier ones. Basically 
we are interested in how A transmits its action through G to V. Assume 
for simplicity that k is algebraically closed. Since G is a normal Hall com- 
plement to A it is not difficult to see that there is a subgroup A,G, ; A, < A, 
Gr < G; and a primitive k[A,G,] module U so that U IAG N V. We set 
W = U JAIG. Now the question breaks naturally into three parts. 
(1) For the primitive A,G, module U, how does A, transmit its action 
through Gr to U? 
(2) Given the answer to (I), what effect does the induction to W have 
upon the action of A, upon W? 
(3) Given the action upon W, what does the induction from A, to A 
do for the action upon V ? 
We will work our way backward through these questions. This is how 
the proofs of A and B proceed using induction to obtain answers to prior 
cases. First note that V IA N W IAG IA N W iA1 iA. In particular, G does 
not affect the action of A on V in any essential way above W. Thus to prove 
a theorem we need only have a conclusion that will “survive” this induction 
from W to V. In Shult’s theorem, A was abelian. The crucial point here 
was that all subgroups of A are normal. What this said is that, for almost 
any subgroup he chose to use in his conclusion, this choice would survive 
the induction from W to A. In the next steps beyond Shult’s theorem, 
A was not necessarily abelian. But normality could still be preserved by 
choosing a group from some central section Am/Am+l of A. This is what 
was done earlier for A/A’ and this is what is done here for Am/Am+l. So 
this last step (3) does not affect the outcome essentially. It requires only 
that we be somewhat cautious in our choice of conclusions. 
Now consider the second question. For simplicity assume that A,G, 
is maximal in A,G. That is, for some A,G chief factor H/K of G we have 
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G,N = G and Gl n H = K. For x1 = I,..., xt coset representatives of 
in M we have 
where the sum is over some of the xi’s. Suffice it to say that we may choose 
xi so that CA,(xi) = (AIGl)“* n A, . Therefore the action of A, upon 
as a permutation group of the elements of H/K is of crucial importance. 
That is, A, will permute the xi @ U just as it permutes the x&Y. e is 
the first point at which the action of A upon V is affected directly the 
action of A upon G. The effect occurs due to the permutation action cf 
A,G1 upon the chief factor H/K. Suppose CAl( ) = A,. If A, has a 
regular orbit upon H/K then, for some xi , A, = (xi) = (A,Gl)5+ n A, 
and so W Al has an A, direct summand isomorphic to ZI ~A A. Thus the 
tial” action of A, on W is determined by the action’of A, on li. 
centralizes H/K and so the induction U jAIC does not affect the action 
! So it appears that an answer to (2) requires we investigate the 
following question: 
(I) When does A have a regular orbit on the elem.ents of V? 
ere we are now viewing V as H/K and AIG,lC,l,(H/K) as AG. An 
answer to (I) will give us a handle on (2). 
Finally, consider the primitive module LT. For simplicity again we assume 
A,G, is faithful on U. Now the Fitting subgroup is a central product of 
various extra special groups with cyclic groups ie in Z(A,@,). tVe 
may choose each extra special factor R so that is an A,G, chief 
factor. 
kook for a moment at X42,3) = CQ, where C is cyclic of order 3 and 
is quaternion. It is well known that if x is a complex irreducible faithful 
aracter then x(l) = 2 and x 1 c is a sum of two distinct linear characters 
of C. Now x may be so chosen that neither of these characters is the identity. 
That is, if U is a module affording x then C is fixed point free both on Q/Z(Q) 
and U. In this case we see that 3 = 2’ f 1 where j Q 1 = IIP+~. 
Ht was at this point that Shult, and also the later theorems, introduced 
hypotheses on primes to get rid of the situation just described. In 
there is no reason that we might not have A, = C, G, = R = Q. 
an answer to (3) requires an answer to the following question: 
(II) If k is algebraically closed, V is primitive, and R < G is extra 
special normal in AG, then how does Ii affect the action of A upon V ;E 
In particular, if A is faithful upon R, when does Y iA contain a 
regular A direct summand ? 
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If, in answer to the last question, V IA always contains a regular A direct 
summand then for A,G, on U we will have CA1(R) acting fixed point freely 
upon U if A, acts that way. This situation was guaranteed by prime 
hypotheses in earlier theorems. 
So it appears that answers to (I) and (II) are fundamental to a proof of 
a theorem like B. It is striking that the study of (I) and (II) predates even 
the earliest theorems of Bauman [l], Hoffman [16], and Shult [17]. These 
questions were first considered by Hall and Higman [I51 in their landmark 
paper. As a matter of fact, Shult’s methods come directly from Hall-Higman 
at crucial points. In fact, Shult points out that his preliminary results are 
just a “relatively prime” Hall-Higman theorem. 
These observations became clearer in the author’s paper [2]. There, 
Section III was devoted to an answer to (I) for odd class 2 p groups. In 
Sections IV and V answers to (II) were given also for odd class two p groups. 
In [l l] entire effort was spent upon (I) and (II) passing off rather too lightly 
that the necessary representation theorems were obvious. It was in this 
paper that the beginnings of a general method were exploited. 
Thus the questions (I) and (II) b ecome important in their own light. 
In fact, they are of interest both in the “relatively prime” setting of Shult 
and in the “modular” setting of Hall-Higman. A generalized form for 
(I) and (II) is the major consideration in the sequence “Hall-Higman type 
theorems” by the author. The results of import here are given in [VI]. 
They are (for the hypothesis stated at the outset): 
THEOREM I. A will always have a regular orbit on the elements of V. 
THEOREM II. If k is algebraically closed, Vprimitive, A faithful on R/Z(R), 
and C,(R/Z(R)) < G, then V iA contains a regular A direct summand. 
It should be noted that Z, 1 Z, freeness is essential in both Theorem I 
and Theorem II. So Theorem I supplies an answer to (I) and allows us 
to complete the answer to (2). And Theorem II supplies the answer to (II) 
which allows us to complete (3). 
Of course this oversimplifies the actual situation. But the essence is still 
there. There is considerable jockeying for the positions described in (l), 
(2), and (3) above. For example, the questions (2) and (3) are investigated 
in depth above F(G) in Section IV. Digging out the “support subgroup” 
of Theorem B is done in Section III. Properties of certain p groups are 
investigated in Section II. Of course there is a preliminary Section I. The 
main Theorem B occurs in Section V. Question (1) is disposed of at (5.6). 
After much hammering, question (2) is beaten down finally in (5.14). Then 
(3) is quickly disposed of in (5.15) and (5.16). 
Section VI is an anticlimax where Theorem A is observed. 
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I. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The notation here follows [I-VI] and earlier papers of the author. 
Familiarity with [2] and [17] might help. Much of what has happened 
since [2] is an elaborate orchestration of germs contained in [17, (ig~l)]. 
In what follows certain results are cited directly from standard texts [la, I4j. 
Further, certain standard theorems go without name or citation (Clifford’s 
theorems, Mackey’s theorems, etc.). Thus, since familiarity is a relative 
thing, the reader may find an obvious result quoted and a not so obvious 
result used without mention. Results are also directly quoted from [I-VI]. 
f course all groups are finite and solvable whether mentioned or not. 
This hypothesis is not always needed, but we need not split hairs. 
(1.1) Suppose G is a poup and N, ,..., Nt are nomal subgroups such that 
fiNi = No.leti?t = G/N,.Form~ = Gl x ... x et. Themaj9~d: o=->e 
given by 4(x) = (xN, ,...) xN,) is a homomo~pkism of G into e adz kernel ND I 
If L < G set &. = LN,/Ni and L = z, x ... x .&, then 4(L) < E. 
This proposition is an elementary computation. 
(1.2) Suppose G is a group and Ni ,..., Nt a/e nomal subgroups suck that 
n Ni = 1. Let Fi/N6 = F(G/N,). Tken n Fi = F(G). 
Clearly FO = p,Fi 2 F(G). Also note that p;h < pl’i for every i. Kow 
P’JVJN~ < F(G/N,) is nilpotent and normal in G/N, . Thus 
+(F,J <F(e) = F(Gl) x . ..F(G.). 
SO #&) G F(@ n 4(G) G W(G)). S ince C$ is an isomorphism we get 
Fo <F(G). 
Therefore PO = F(G). 
(1~3) Suppose A is a relatively prime operator group on G. If Y BX < G 
are A invafz’ant subgroups and A j&es the coset xY E X,iY, then A @es some 
xy E xY. Thus C,,,(A) = C,(A)Y/Y. 
A proof is given in [13]. We now derive corollaries of this proposition” 
(1.4) Suppose A is a relatively prime operator grou? on solvable G. If 
N is A invariant and normal in G and A centralizes every A chief factor $ 
G/N then A centralizes G/N. 
Since A operates upon G/N we may factor N out and assume N = 1. 
Then (1.3) will complete the proof when N # 1. We assume I&r = I and 
show A centralizes G. Let M be minimal A invariant and normal in 6. 
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Then M is an A chief factor of G so A centralizes M. By induction upon 
j G /, A centralizes G/M. So by (1.3) A centralizes G, since it centralizes 
G/M and M. 
(1.5) [13] Suppose A is a relatively prime operator group on G. Then 
[G, A] = [G, A, A] is normal in G. 
(1.6) Suppose A is a relatively prime operator group on G. Assume GI < G 
is A invariant, G,C,(.A) = G, and GO = ntcsC GI . Then GsO is A invariant 
and G&‘,(A) = G. 
Form the semidirect product AG. Now Gy = GT-l”*, where x E G, a: E A. 
Thus G,, is A invariant and normal in G. Let Y = (x1 = 1, x2 ,..., x6} _C C,(A) 
be a transversal of Gr in G. Then nzEG G,” = nesY G,z = GO . Thus for 
Gi = GTi we have G,C,(A) = G and Gi is A invariant. 
Let yEG. For some xE7 and weG, we havey =xw. If olEA, then 
[Al, y] = [a, xw] = [01, zu][n, ~][a, x, w] = [OI, w] = W-~W E Gr . Therefore 
[G, A] < Gr . A similar argument shows that [G, A] < Gi for all i. In 
fact, Gi = G,“i > [G, A]“i = [G, A]. But then [G, A] < GO. Now A 
centralizes G/G,, so by (1.3) G = G&‘,(A). 
(1.7) Assume A is a relatively prime operator group on 6. Suppose A” < A 
and NI ,..., Nt aye A invariant normal subgroups of G. If NJ,(A*) = G 
and N = n Ni then NC,(A*) = G. 
By (1.3) we may factor N out of G and assume it is 1. Consider the map 
of (1.1). Note that it is an A isomorphism of G. Since A* centralizes each 
G; , A* < A centralizes G. Thus A* centralizes G. 
(1.8) Assume that A is a relatively prime operator group on G. Suppose 
N 1 ,..., Nt aye A invariant normal subgroups of G and A, , A, < A. Let 
ci = GIN, . Assume that 
and n Ni = 1. Then 
c GIFd-4) 3 G,F,G,(4)~ 
LetF,/N, = F(G,). Then by (1.2) nFi = F(G). Now by (1.3) for A* < A 
we have QiIFt~ .) , (A*) = C,-*(A*)F(GJ/F(GJ. And Cc-i(A*) = C,(A*)N,/N, . 
Thus 
In particular, 
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G@,)F(G) = f-j G(4)Fi 3 C&)Fi = C~(~~)F(G), 
The conclusion now follows from (1.3). 
We now state a fe-w other results. 
(1.9) 114, (5.4.6)] Let C b e u normal extra special subgmip of the p-group 
P such that P is trivial on C/Z(C) therz P = C,(C)C. 
(1 .IO) Assume H is a group and k is a j;eld of c~a~acte~~~stic c where 
c f / N 1. Suppose V is a k[H] module. If f > k is an algebraically closed ,fietd 
then, ~QY B = ii ok V, 
Cg(H) = f Ok C,( 
Let E E be a primitive / 4G ltil root of unity. Set 
V* = k* @Jk V. Now 13 = k Ok* V*. We first prove that 
c+(H) = f cg&* C,“(N). 
By [12, (41.1)] V* = VI* $ ..* + Vs*, where he Vi* are absolutely 
irreducible k*[N] modules. By [12, (29.21)] Ok* Vi* = Vi is also 
absolutely irreducible. Thus 
Number the J/i so that [H, Vi] = Vi for i = I,..., t and [HT Vi] = (0) for 
i = t + I,..., s. Thus J? = (PI + ... + V,) + (&+, + ... + 8,). Note that 
Cp(N) = 8,+, i ... & I’, . Also note that [H, Vi*] = Vi*, i = I,..., t, and 
[H, Vii”] = (0) for i = t + I,..., s. So C,,(N) = VP, + I.. i V,*. There- 
fore 
Cp(H) = 1; Ok* C,*(H). 
So to complete the proof we need only show that 
C&I) = k” Ok C,(H). 
Let VI )...) U, be a k basis for [H, V] and ur ., ut a k basis for C,(H). 
Then Bi = 1 @ vi and zii = 1 @ zi form a * basis of IV*. Suppose 
I; E C,*(N). Then we may assume that 6 = C&B, . Now since [k*: k] is 
finite we may choose a basis and a familiar argument shows that all ,Bj = 0, 
completing the proof. 
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(1 .l 1) Assume A is nilpotent, A* 4 A, A, < A. Let k be a field of 
characteristic c where c r j A I. Let U be k[A,] module and V = U IA. Then 
C,(A*) = (0) if and only ;f C,(A, n A*) = (0). 
By (1.10) we may assume that k is algebraically closed just by tensoring 
with an algebraic closure f of k. Now the characteristic of k does not divide 
1 A I. So the representation theory of A is not modular. So the Brauer 
characters of A and its subgroups are ordinary characters. In particular 
we may assume k = C, the complex field. 
Let x be the character of U. Let F be a set of coset representatives for 
A,, in A. Then 
(x IA IA* > IA*) = tz; x” IA&A* IA*, 12) 
= ,F, Kx IAonA’)2> (~a,nA*)~) 
= [A: 4Xx IA~,-,A*, ~A,,,A*). 
Thus x jA contains a character trivial on A* if and only if x contains a 
character trivial on A, n A*. This proves (1 .I 1). 
Remark. For A* = A this says C,(A) = (0) if and only if C,(A,) = (0). 
II. TYPE e p GROUPS 
Let p be a prime and P a p group. We say P is of type e if P is the central 
product 
PwEC 
of an extra special group E and a group C such that 
(i) C is cyclic, or 
(ii) 1 C / 3 16 and C is dihedral, semidihedral, or generalized quaternion. 
If (i) always holds we call P of type e’. 
We have the following familiar theorem of P. Hall, to which an extra 
part has been added. 
(2.1) [14, (5.4.9)] If P is ap group and every characteristic abelian subgroup 
of P is cyclic, then P is of type e. If, in addition, p is odd, then P = Q(P) Z(P) 
where O(P) = (x j x p = l} is extra special whenever P is non-abelian. 
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Assume P is 2 non-abelian odd p group of type e. We may write 
P 5 E?(P), where E is extra special and Z(P) is cyclic, If G(E) = E, 
we are through. So assume Q(E) < E. Now p is odd and class E = 2 so 
9?(E) is a group. The map x ---f xP now must be a homomorphism of P 3 
with kernel a(P) > S(E). Since Q(P) is characteristic, Z(Q(P)) is also 
characteristic. But Z(Q(E)) < Z(Q(P)). So Z(Q(E)) m.ust be cyclic. 
On the other hand, x + xP maps E onto Z(E) since $2(E) < E, So 
sZ(@) > Z(E) and has order j E l/p. Thus / Z(Q(E))i = p’ and Z(Q(E)) is 
elementary abelian. So Z(Q(E)) . is non-cyclic. This contradiction proves 
that Q(P) = G(E) 52(C) = E. So (2.1) is complete. 
(2.2) If p = 2 and P is of type e and exponent f > 8, then P contains 
a charrrctekstic cyclic subgroup D of exponent f/2. Further, II < Z(P) if and 
only if P is of type e’. 
Write P = EC where E is extra special and C is cyclic; or dihedral, 
semidihedral, or generalized quaternion of order I C 1 3 16. If w E P then. 
zo = xy where x E E and y E C. Now E has exponent 4 and [x, y] = 1 
so that the exponent of P is the exponent of 6. If C is cyclic then Z(P) = C 
so C2 is the desired subgroup D. Note there that P is of type e’. 
Assume C is non-cyclic. Then C contains a unique maximal cyclic subgroup 
B of exponent f. Let w E P have order ,f. Then w = xy where x E E and 
YE . Also xB E Z(E) < B2 and x2 has order <2. Now f > 8 so y2 has 
order 24 thus (ya) = Ba and (w”) = B2. 
For any element w = xy, x2 E B2 and pi2 G D(C) = Ba, the Frattini 
subgroup of C. Thus B” = (9 / x E P> is the desired cyclic subgroup 
Note that if C is non-cyclic then D < Z(C) so D < Z(P). 
(2.3) [14, (5.5.2)] If P is an extra special 2 group then P ry Q ...Q 
(Y copies) OY P N Q ... Q5 (Y - 1 copies of $I) where Q is ~u~te~n~Q~ and
D is dihedral of order 8. 
(2.4) If P is a 2 group of type e’ then P is quaternion of order 8 OY P is 
generated by Z(P) and its elements of oyder 2. 
Assume P is not quaternion. Now P = EZ(P). Let D be dihedral of 
order 8 and Q be quaternion. If E N D then E is generated by its elements 
of order 2 and (2.4) holds. If E N Q then j Z(P)1 > 4. Let x, y E E generate E. 
Let z E Z(P) have order 4. Now xx, yz, Z(P) generate P and (xz)” = ( yz)” = 1. 
Now assume that E N QQ ... Q (T copies) or E E Q ... QD (Y - 1 
copies of Q) where 7 - 1 >, 1. We use induction upon r for Y >, 2 to 
show that the elements of order 2 in E generate E. Suppose r = 2, 
Assume, first, that 
ENQQ =Q,Qz. 
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Choose xi , yi E Qi , i = 1,2 to generate Qi . Now x,y, , xrya , xsyr , xayz 
each has order 2 and generate E. 
Second, assume that 
E=QD. 
Choose x, y EQ to generate Q. Choose a, b ED of order 2 to generate D. 
Let c E D have order 4. Then xc, yc, a, b all have order 2 and generate E. 
Assume Y > 2 and 
E” -Q . ..Q (T - 1 copies) 
is generated by a, ,..., a, all of order 2. Let c E E* have order 4. Suppose 
E _N E*D. 
Choose a, b E D of order 2 generating D. Then a, ,..., a, , a, b all have order 
two and generate E. 
Suppose 
E C+ E*Q. 
Choose a, b EQ to generate Q. Then a, ,..., an, ac, bc all have order 2 and 
generate E. So by induction upon Y, when Y > 2, E is generated by its 
elements of order 2. 
Choose a, ,..., a, of order 2 in E to generate E. These with Z(P) clearly 
generate P. 
(2.5) Let P be a p group of type e’. Suppose M is a p group acting as 
automorphisms of P centralizing P/Z(P) and Z(P). Then M centralizes P/P’. 
Assume p is odd. Then Q(P) Z(P) = P and P’ = 9(P) r\ Z(P). Thus 
P/P’ = sz(P)/P’ x Z(P)/P’ 
is an M invariant decomposition. Clearly M centralizes Z(P)/P’. But 
P/Z(P) = Q(P) Z(P)/Z(P) _N S(P)/&?(P) n Z(P) = G(P)/P 
is an M isomorphism so that M centralizes PIP’. 
Assume p = 2. Certainly M centralizes Z(P)/P’. If P is quaternion of 
order 8 then P/P’ = P/Z(P) and we are done. So assume P is not quaternion 
of order 8. Then P is generated by its elements of order 2 and Z(P). Let 
a, ,..., a, be of order 2 and (a,) = Z(P) so the a,‘s generate P. Let x EM. 
Now aio = aizi for some xi E Z(P) since M centralizes P/Z(P). But 
(a,“)” = ai = 9 = 1 for i > 0; and x2 = 1 obviously for i = 0. So 
z E P’. Thus M centralizes 
P/P’ = (a, ,..., a&/P’. 
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(2.6) Let P be a non-abelian p group of type e’. Suppose li acts as auto- 
~o~p~~s~s of P irreducible on P/Z(P) and centralizing Z(P). If M is s&able, 
then P = NZ(P) h w eye N is extra special and M ik.oariant. 
If P is extra special, then take N = P. So we may assume 1 Z(P)] > p. 
Let n/p = M/C,(P). Now O,(iE) centralizes P/P’ by (2.5) since it is trivial 
on P/Z(P) and Z(F). Let T/O,(M) be minimal normal in M/ 
T is fixed point free on P/Z(P) and trivial on Z(P). Eow 
P/P’ = [T, P/P’] x C,i,,(T”), 
But C,,,,(T) = Z(P)/P’ and [T, P/P’] ‘V P/Z(P). Now [T?“, P/P’] is M 
invariant. Its inverse image N in P will be extra special and M invariant 
with NZ(P) = P. 
(2.7) Assume that P is non-abelian of type e’. Assume P is a normal szlbg 
of M and every abelian subgroup N of P which is normal in M is in Z 
Then P/Z(P) is a completely reducible M naodde. Further, if H/Z(P) 
~~~~ea~~~b~e as arz M module, then Z(H) = Z(P) and M is T$ type e’. 
Note that g(xZ(P), yZ(P)) = ix, yj E P’ = GF( p)& = induces a non- 
singular symplectic form on P/Z(P). (See [IV].) Since 
fixes this form. Let H/Z(P) # 1 be an irreducible M submodule of P/Z(P). 
/Z(P) is irreducible, it is either totally isotropic or non-singular 
it is totally isotropic then H is abelian and normal in M. Thus 
H < Z(M) n P < Z(P), contradicting the fact that H/Z(P) # 1. Thus 
is non-abelian and normal in M. 
Let 8 be characteristic and abelian in H. Then N < P and N A ll4’ so 
that N -< Z(M) IT P < Z(P) is cyclic. By (2.1) and (2.2) H is of type e’. 
Since H/Z(P) is non-singular for g, Z(N) = Z(P). 
Let K/Z(P) = (x2(P) 1 g(xZ(P), yZ(P)) = 0 all y E H). That is, 
is the g orthogonal complement of H/Z(P). Now g is non-sin 
P/Z(P) and H/Z(P) so that P/Z(P) = H/Z(P) i K/Z(P). Sine 
the form g, this is an M decomposition. Thus P/Z(P) is a completeiy- 
reducible !M module. 
111. &JPPORT SUSGROUPS 
Assume G is a solvable group with normal subgroup L. e calI H an % 
support subgroup of G provided: 
(1) H is a normal subgroup of G; 
(2) N is an Y subgroup for some prime r; 
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(3) H contains a unique maximal G invariant subgroup H* < H; 
(4) L/C,(H/H*) is a non-trivial G chief factor and C,(X/Y) = L for 
all G chief factors of H*. 
We denote the section H/H* by i?. First we prove a few properties of L 
support subgroups. 
(3.1) Assume N a G and N > H. If H is an L support subgroup of G, then 
HN/N is an LNjN support subgroup of G/N with i? !z (HN/N)/(H*N/N) 
as G modules. 
Let $: G + G/N = G be the natural map. If X < G set 4(X) = X. 
Now 4 is clearly a G homomorphism. Note that N n H < H and N n H 
is normal in G so N n H < H*. This means w* is the unique maximal G 
invariant subgroup of H. As G modules A ‘v 6. Thus N < C,(a). Now 
N n L < C,(A) so that L/C,(A) EE/C’~(R) is a G isomorphism. Further, 
any chief G factor of R* comes from a chief G factor of H”. Thus, for 
such a section X, C,(X) = L. This completes the proof. 
(3.2) If H is an L support subgroup of G, then H/H’ has prime exponent Y. 
Since H’ n G we see that H* > H’. By the previous lemma we may replace 
G by G/N where N = H’, H by H/N, and L by LNjN. Thus we may assume 
Hisabelian. LetQ=Q1(H)={xEH/xr=1}.NowJ2~G.IfQ#H 
then Q < H*. Assume Q # H. Consider the map 4: x --j xT for x E H. 
This is clearly a G homomorphism of H. The kernel of 4 is Q. Let H,, = 4(H) 
and H,,* = d(H*). Now H,, n G so that HO < H*. Since 4 is a G homo- 
morphism and Q < H*, H/H* 31 +(H)/4(H*) = HO/HO* is a G isomorphism. 
But then C,(H,/H,,*) = L since Ho/H,,* is a G chief factor of H*. This 
contradicts the fact that C,(H,,/H,*) = C,(H/H*) <L. Thus Q = H and 
(3.2) holds. 
(3.3) If H is an L support subgroup, then H has class <2. 
Assume class H > 2. Let Ho = Hand Hi = [H, Hi-l]. Note that Hi n G. 
Also H1 < H*. Since H has class at least 3, Ho > H1 > HZ > H3. Set 
H3 = N and apply (3.1) treating G/N, H/N, and LN/N. Thus we may 
assume H3 = 1. For each x E HI we define +Jy) = [x, y]. This is a map 
of H into Hz. Now [x, w] = 1 for all w E H1 so that we have 
TuY4 = hY-4 = L-GYl[% 4 = hiY)W)* 
Thus 4% is a homomorphism of H into HZ with kernel containing HI. 
Choose Lo minimal in L such that L,C,(z?) = L. Since L/CL(&) is an 
elementary abelian s group for some prime s # Y, Lo is an s group and 
the Frattini subgroup D(L,) = Lo n C,(G). 
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Let 6-I” = Hl > ... > Ht = 1 be a chief G series of H*. Since 
HJHi+, = -Fi;i is a chief G factor of H*, C,(gi) = L. That is, L, stabilizes 
e chain H* = HI > ... > H, = 1. But L, is an t’ groxu 
* I In particular L, centralizes H l. Thus, for each x E HI, is an L, 
homomorphism. 
Now L, acts as L,/D(L,) N L/C’,(H) upon I?. That is, L, acts fixed point 
freely. Eet T/H* be a non-trivial irreducible L, submodule of I?. Since 
N2 = (+.JH) / x E HI) vve may choose x E Nr so that (ker&.. H* < T. 
Since & is an L, homomorphism and T/H* is L, irreducible we have 
T/H* z +,(T)/$+.(H*) is an L, isomorphism. But the latter is a section of 
Ii” < H* so L, must be trivial on it. This contradiction proves that P-I” = I 
and class H < 2. This completes the proof of (3.3). 
(3.4) If H is an L support subgroup of 6, then L/C,(H*) is an Y group,. 
Let .FP = Hl > .‘. > H, = 1 be a G chief series for H*. Now $Ji = 
HJHitl is a G chief factor of H *. Thus C,(H.J = L. ket L, be any Y’ 
subgroup of L. Then C,Jg,) = L, so L, stabilizes the chain M” = 
Hl > ... > Ht = 1. Since L, is an Y’ group L, centralizes EL*. Thus C,(H*) 
contains every Y’ subgroup of L. So L/C,(H*) is an Y group proving this 
1 emma. 
(3.5) if N is afz L support subgroup of G, then Id is aw L, support subgroup 
of Gfor some L, < CL(H*) where L&,(A) = L. 
Let L, = CL(H*). Since L/C,(A) is an s # y group and LjCJH*) is 
an P group, L&,(A) = L. Thus L, acts upon H as L,/CLO(E?) which is G 
isomorphic to L/C,(&). Clearly H is an L, support subgroup. 
(3.6) If H is an L support subgroup of G, then H < L. 
Note that L n R n G. Also note that [L, I?] = J!? so [L, H] < L n H is 
notinH*.ThusLnH=HandL>H. 
(3.7) Assume H is an L support subgroup. Assume M is a subgroup of G 
colztaining L and N n M satisfies nmec N” = 1. Then H*(N n H) < H. 
Assume H*(N n H) = H. Choose L by (3.5) so that L = C,(P). 
[L, H] n G and [L, I?r] = l? imply that [L, H] = H. But then H = [L, 
[L, H*(N n El)] < [L, H*] [L, N n H] = [Ly N n M] < N. Y&US 
nztG N” = 1, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
(3.8) Assume that H is an L support subgroup of 4;. ,%ppose M < 4;: 
contains L and N n M satisjies nzEG Nx = 1. Then there is a subgroup HO < H 
with unique maximal subgroup HO* = HO n M*(N n M) and a subgroup L, I 
L 3 L, > C,(a) so that H,N/N is an L,N/N supp~t subggYoup of M/N and 
H,NiH,*N ‘v H,H*/H*(N n H&*) as an L, module. 
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By (3.7) H*(N A H) < H. Choose H,, < H minimal M invariant such 
that HO < H*(N n H). Then Ho *=H,nH*(NnH)=H,,nHnH*N= 
Ho n H*N is a unique maximal M invariant subgroup of H,, . Note that 
H,,/H,* = Ho/Ho n H*N N H,H*N/H*N is a section of H/H*. Since L 
is fixed point free on l? = H/H*, C,(H,,/H,*) <L. Choose L, <L so 
that L,/C,(H,/H,*) is an M chief factor. Let X/Y be an M chief factor of 
H,*N/N. That is, X/Y is an M chief factor of H*N/N N H*/H* n N. 
But L/C,(H*) is an Y group by (3.4) so that L, = I?,~(X/Y). Thus H,,N/N 
is an L,N/N support subgroup of M/N. Now 
HoN/H,,*N = H,N/(H,, n H*N)N N Ho/Ho n (H,, n H*N)N 
= Ho/Ho n H*N N H,H*NjH*N N H,H*IH,H* n H*N 
= H,H*/H*(N n H,,H*). 
Since the above string involves all L, isomorphisms, the proof of (3.8) is 
complete. 
(3.9) Assume that X/Y is a G-chief factor, F,(G) > X > Y > F(G) and 
Y is the unique maximal subgroup of X such that Y 4 G and Y 3 F(G). Then 
there are normal subgroups H < L < X so that 
(1) His an L support subgroup of G, 
(2) C,(Q) < y, 
(3) (lHl,[X: Yl) = 1, 
(4) Cx(H*)F(G) = X, 
(5) H <F(G), and 
(6) C,(H*) = L. 
Among all normal subgroups of G choose M minimal normal such that 
MY = X. Now M n Y must be the unique G-invariant maximal subgroup 
of M, and X/Y ‘v M/M n Y is a G-isomorphism. 
Since M < X \< F,(G) we know that M/M n F(G) is an s-group for some 
prime s. Therefore OS(M) <F(G) and is an s’-group. Since IV? 4 F(G), 
OS(M) # 1. Choose H minimal in O”(M) such that H q G and C,(H) < 
M n Y. Now C,(O$(M)) < M n Y, so such an H exists. 
We prove that H has a unique maximal G-invariant subgroup HX. Suppose 
HI and Hz are G-invariant maximal subgroups of H, and HI # H, . By 
minimality of H, C&Hi) z$ M n Y. The uniqueness of M n Y then forces 
C&Hi) = M. But then 
C,(H) = C,(H,H,) = C,(H,) n C&H,) = M. 
This contradiction proves the uniqueness of H*. At this point, since H <F(G) 
is nilpotent, we know that His an r-group for Y f s. Therefore 
(I HI, [X: Y]) = (Y, s) = 1. 
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he minimality of H forces C,(H*) = M. Let I? = H/N* 
M n Y since Y # s. Choose L/C,(&), a G-chief factor of 
4, < M = C,w(H*), so that L centralizes all G-chief factors of M*. We now 
have C,.(F) = L; and His an L-support subgroup of G. 
Now MF(G) is a G-invariant subgroup of X not contained in Y. Therefore 
&IF(G) = X. So (Ii@ n Y)F(G) = Y. Since F(G) < Co(&) we have 
Cx(b;T) < Y and C,(H*) F (6) < Y. 
(3.10) Let X/Y be a nontkial G-chief factor such that X n F’(G) < Y. 
Then there is a G-chieffactor A/B and an L-support subgroup H of G SO that 
(1) A/B N X/Y aye G-isomorphic; 
64 c4(@ < B. 
Choose A minimal such that A 4 G and AY = ii. Eet =AnYs0 
that A/B N X/Y and B is the unique maximal G-invariant subgroup of A. 
Observe that A 4 F(G) since X nF(G) < Y. Choose j minimal such that 
F,(G) > A. Therefore, F?+,_,(G) n A < B. If j = 2 then we apply (3.9) to 
the chief factor AF(G)/BF(G) obtaining the desired support subgroup I?. 
So we may suppose thatj > 2. We now apply induction to GE(G) for the 
chief factor (XF(G)/F(G))/(YF(G)/F(G)). Since X n F2(G) < Y we have 
(XF(G)/F(G)) n (F,(G),@(G)) < (YF(G)/F(G)). That is, there is -a support 
subgroup x = K/F(G) 
- - 
an d 2 chief factor A,/& rv X/Y with CA,(K) < B, . 
Eet K, K* be the inverse image in G of R and R*. Let A, s BO be the inverse 
image in G of A,, , I& . Then 
X/Y w l&/B, . 
and C,,(K/K*) < B, . Now F,(G) 3 K > K* >, F(G) and M* is the 
unique maximal G-invariant subgroup of K containing F(G). By (3.9) then 
there is a support subgroup H of G such that 63,(fi) < K*. Suppose Co(A) = 
C. Then C must be trivial upon K/K* since [C, K] < C n M < K”. So 
C < C,(MjK*) and therefore C,,(Q) < C,,(K/K*) < B, . This completes 
the proof of (3.10). 
(3.1 I) If X/Y is a chief factor of G then there are chief factors A/B and 
H/K so that 
(2: C,(HlK) < B, 
(3) A/B N X/Y is a G-isomorphism, 
QY F(G) Y > x. 
By (3.10) we may take H to be a support subgrout? with K = H*. 
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IV. REPRESENTATION THEOREMS 
(4.1) Assume the following holds in this section: 
(a) AG is a solvable group with normal subgroup G and complement A 
where (I A I, 1 G 1) = 1. 
(b) A is nilpotent and 2, 1 Z, free for all primes p. 
(c) k is an algebraically closed jield of characteristic c where c + 1 A I. 
(d) V is a sum of isomorphic copies of a faithful irreducible k[AG] module. 
(4.2) Assume R n AG is a normal Y subgroup such that Z(R) < Z(AG) 
and R/Z(R) is an AG chief factor. If C,(R/Z(R)) < G, d A A, A* = 
C,-(R/Z(R)), and C,(A) = (0), the-n C,(A*) = (0). 
Let T be a characteristic abelian subgroup of R. Then T n AG. Now R 
is nonabelian and R/Z(R) is an AG chief factor so T < Z(R). Note V IZcR) 
is homogeneous so Z(R) is cyclic. By (2.2) R is of type e’. By (2.6) we may 
choose an AG invariant subgroup R, < R so that R,, is extra special. 
Z(R,) = R, n Z(R) and R&R) = R. Thus R,/Z(R,,) ‘v R/Z(R) is an 
AG isomorphism. For proof of (4.2) we may replace R by R, . Thus we 
assume R is extra special. 
Now I’ IR is homogeneous. That is, I’ IR N mU where U is a faithful 
irreducible k[R] module. We may extend U to an ordinary AR module 
U* such that U is trivial for C,(R). (See [V, (7.2)].) Now by [12, (51.7)] 
we may extend U* to a projective AG module 8 with factor set 01 where 
and 
lJ IAR = U”, 
OIR = u. 
By [12, (53.3)] we may assume 01 has finite order. 
We therefore get a central extension 1 -+ C = (a) + G* + G -+ 1 so 
that l? is an ordinary AG* module. Note that R is identifiable as a normal 
subgroup of AG*. Now by [12, (51.7)] 
where W is an ordinary AG* module, hence a projective AG module with 
factor set 01-l and W is trivial for R. 
Note that C,,(R/Z(R)) < G* since C,(R/Z(R)) < 6. Now by [VI, 
(3.2)], with A, = C,(R) = C,(R/Z(R)), we have 6 IA contains the regular 
A/A,, module. That is, 
0 IA N u, 0 l/i0 1‘4. 
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ut then 
Set W IA = W0 . NOW 0 IA = U* ~A is ordinary so also is ordinary. 
Thus 
Thus A, n A = A* = CA(R/Z(X)) is fixed point free on WO. But then 
Thus Cv(A*) = (0). This proves (4.2). 
(4.3) Assume that V IN is homogeneous for every normal abelian subgroup 
N < G, N A AG. Then for each Y j /F(G)] 
(1) Q,(G) is of type e', 
(2) if H/K is an AG chieffactor of O,(G) where KZ(O,(G)) 2 H, then 
there is an extra special Y subgroup R < O,(G) such that 
(a) R A AG, 
(b) RK = N, R n K = R’, 
(c) R/R’ N H/K is an AG isomorphism. 
Since M is abelian normal in AG, b is algebraically closed, and V iN 
is homogeneous, N acts as scalar multiplication on 6/. Since V is faithful, 
N < Z(AG) and N is cyclic. 
Let T = O,(G). If N is characteristic in T and abelian then N a AG 
so N < T n Z(AG) is cyclic and in Z(T). So by (2.2) T is of type e’. By 
(2.7) T/Z(T) is a completely reducible AG module. Let &/Z(T) be an 
irreducible component such that T,K = H. Now T0 is clearly of type e’. 
So by (2.6) the desired extra special subgroup < T,, exists. This proves 
(4.3). 
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(4.4) Assume V IN is homogeneous for every abelian normal subgroup N 
of AG contained in G. Then, ;f A * = C,(G/F(G)) and C,(A) = (0), we have 
C,(A*) = (0). 
Let H/K be an AG chief factor of O,(G) such that C,(H/K) < G. 
Suppose a n A and C,(A) = (0). By (4.2) and (4.3) C,(H/K) has trivial 
centralizer on V. 
Write down all AG chief factors gi ,..., gt of O,(G) for all primes 
Y / 1 F(G)1 such that Co(&) < G. Let A, = A, A, = C,(RJ,..., A,+1 = 
CAi(gi+,). Now Ai a A for all i. If A, ,..., A,_1 satisfy C,(A,) = (0) then 
by the preceding paragraph C,(A,) = (0). Thus A^ = A, has trivial cen- 
tralizer on V and A centralizes all chief factors Ri . 
Let L/M be any AG chief factor of G where Ad > F(G). Then by (3.11), 
A^ centralizes L/M. But then by (1.4) A^ centralizes G/F(G). Now d < A* 
and C,(a) = (0) so (4.4) follows. 
(4.5) Assume V is not induced from any subgroup A,G where A, < A. 
Suppose also that C,(A) = (0) and C,(A,) + (0) for all A, < A. Assume 
A,G, < AG and U is a homogeneous k[A,G,] module such that U IAG ‘v V. 
Then A, = A and if G, = nDEAG G, then G = G&‘,(A). 
First, observe that (U IAIG) IAo ‘v V. Thus A, = A. 
Second, we prove that G,C,(A) = G. We do this by induction upon 
[G: Gr]. This result is obvious if [G: G,] = 1, that is, G1 = G. Choose 
M 3 G, maximal A invariant in G. Let G = Gi > G2 > ..* > Gt = 1 
be an AG chief series for G. Suppose Gi+i < M and Gi $ M. Now 
MGi > M 2 Gr and MGi is A invariant so that MGi = G by the maximal 
choice of M. Since Gi+l < M, M n Gi n Gi. Clearly AM normalizes it also. 
Thus M n Gi < Gi is AMGi = AG invariant. So M n Gi = Gi+l. Let 
H = Gi n K = M, Gi = Gi+l. Then H/K is an AG chief factor such that 
MH=GandMnH=K. 
Let W = U JAM. Then W is a homogeneous AM module. By (1.3) we 
may choose x1 ,..., zt as coset representatives of K in H such that CA(xiK) = 
C,(q) = A, . (Here we mean C,(qK) as the centralizer in A of x,K E H/K.) 
We show that (AM)Q n A = C,(q). Certainly C,(q) < (AM)ni n A. 
Choose a E (AM)Q n A. Now (a,m)mf = a where a, E A, m E M. Thus 
a,m has order dividing I A I. Since (j A /, j M I) = 1 and M is normal 
in AM, there is a y E M so that a,m = a,” for some a, E A. Now a = a? 
Thus a;‘a = a;la”“i = [a,,yx,]EGnA=l. So a,=a and yxi cen- 
tralizes a. Next 
[a, y] = a-la’ = a-1a3CT1 = [a, xi’] E M n H = K. 
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So [a, xiK] = K and a centralizes the element ~$7 of IK. So a e CA(xiM) = 
CA(xi). Thus (AM)“i n A = CA@,). 
Order the xi’s so that x1 ,..., x, are AIL&A ccset representatives in AG. 
Then the Mackey decomposition tells us that 
By [VI, (2.2)] we may choose some xi so that C,(x,) = C,(H/R) = A*. 
Now A * < Ai for every i. Further, for that i such that A* = Ai , W IA ~A 
has trivia! centralizer for A if and only if W iAi = W iAS has trivial cen- 
tralizer for A *. Thus A* has trivial centralizer on W. the same token, 
(I.1 I) also tells us A* has trivial centralizer on W Ik, : for each i since 
A* n A and A* < Ai so C,(A”) = (0). But then A* L A so all Ai = A. 
That is, MC,(A) = G. 
Set M, = x~Mx;~, and Wi = xi @ W for i = I)..., t. Now AlWi is the 
stabilizer in AG of Wi and Wi IAG c-2 V. Let lVi = Mi/C,w,(Wi). Now A 
acts the same way on each Wi so A is faithful on Wi since it is faithful on V. 
Further, C,,(A,) + (0) for every A, < A. Suppose Wi is induced from 
a subgroup &Mi . Then Wi j .-+oG induces V so that A, = A. Finally notice 
that, for AxiGIx;‘, xi @ U induces Wd on AMi . So for AMi on Wi and 
Aei on xi @ 7l where Gi = (x~G~x~‘C~~(-~~))/C~~(~~) we have (4.5) 
holding since 
[J&: c?J = [G: GJ[R: K] < [G: GJ~ 
Thus GiCmi(A) = Mi . That is, x~G,x;“C,,~( ,) t&(A) = IL& . But 
M&,(A) = G so that 
xiGlx,“C,J Wd) C,(A) = 6. 
Now xiCM(W)x;l = CMi(W) so that by (1.6) 
[(‘J x~G~C&W)X~“] C,(A) = C. 
z 
But 6, < C,(W) and ni x,G,x;’ < Gr so that G,@,(A) = G by induction. 
Now by (1.6) again, since G,C,(A) = 6, x6,x%‘,(A) = G for all 
x E Cc(A). SO G,CG(A) = flz.AG xGlxplCG(A) = &e:c,,A, xG,xwlCG(A). This 
proves (4.5). 
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(4.6) Suppose V is not induced from any proper subgroup A,G of AG. 
Assume C,(A) = (0) and A* = C,(G/F(G)). Then C,(A*) = (0). 
Proof is by induction upon dim V + 1 A /. Choose a counterexample 
minimizing this number. Clearly we may assume V is irreducible. 
(1) V /o is irreducible. 
Certainly V IG ‘v mU for some irreducible G module U. Since 
(I A 1, / G 1) = 1 we may extend U [V, (7.2)] to U* an irreducible AG 
module. Now by [12, (51.7)] V N W @ U* where W is an irreducible 
AG/G module. iSote that if W is induced from a subgroup A, < A then 
V is induced from A,G. Therefore W is a primitive module for the nilpotent 
group A. By (12, (52.1)] dim W = 1. So V jG N U is irreducible. 
(2) G(4) i (0)for any 4 < A. 
Assume false. We may choose A, so that A, is maximal in A and 
C,(A,) = (0). Since A is nilpotent, A, is normal of prime index p in A. 
Now induction applies to A,G on V by (1). Thus A,* = C,@(G/F(G)) 
satisfies C,(A,*) = (0). But A,* < A* so (2) must hold. 
(3) If N < G is abelian normal in AG, then N < Z(AG). 
Suppose not. Choose N minimal such that N n AG, N < Z(AG), and 
N abelian. Then V IN = VI r ... q V, where the Vi are homogeneous 
components and t > 1. We may choose V, so that its stabilizer in AG 
is A,G, where A, < A and Gr < G since A is a subgroup of AG with 
normal Hall complement G. We view V, as an A,G, module so that 
v, IAG 11 v. By (4.5), A, = A and G&‘,(A) = G for G,, = naeAG Gr . 
Choose x1 = l,..., xt E C,(A) as coset representatives for Gr in G. After 
renumbering if necessary we obtain 
Note that as A modules 
Thus, for a subgroup B < A, C,(B) = (0) if and only if CvI(B) = (0). So 
and 
Cvl(4 = 0% 
CF&%) + (0) all A,, < A. 
Further, VI as an AG, module is not induced from any proper subgroup 
d,G, of AG, . Also observe that A is faithful on V, . Set Gr = G,/C,(V,). 
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Xow induction applies to AC1 on VI. Thus P(c?J Ccl(A) = eI ~ Let PI 
be the inverse image in GI of F(cI,). Now 
Gs = -W&9 
ut G,C,(A) = 6 so that 
F,C,(A) = 6. 
Now with FO = flztAG FIz = fizEcc(a) FI by (1 .O) we have 
FoC,(A) = G. 
Note that F0 a G and by (1.2) F, < F(G). Therefore 
F(G) C,(A) = 6. 
This proves (3). 
Finally, (4.6) follows from (4.4). 
V. THEOREM B 
(5.1) Assume thefollowing: 
(a) AG is a solvable group with normal subgroup G and comp~eme~t A
when? (~ A I, j G I) = 1. 
(b) A is nilpotent and 2, 1 Zz, free for all primes p. 
(c) k is a jield of characteristic c where c r 1 A I. 
(d) Vis a sum of isomorphic copies of a faithful iyredzccible k[AG] module, 
(e) R is a non-trivial L support subgroup of AG where L < G. 
(5.2) Assume (5.1). If A = A0 > ... > A” = 1 is a central seriesfofor A, 
C,(A”) = (0), and C,(ATn+l) # (0), then there is a subgroup D < A~ so that 
(a) C,(Am+lD) = (0), and 
(33) C,dQ 3 GI,&@+~), and 
(4 Ccwd') 2 GI~)(A"+~)- 
The proof is by induction upon 6(AG, R, V) = dim V + / A / + 1 G jI 
We assume (5.2) is false and choose a counterexample minimizing 
6(AG, pi, V). For (AG, R, V) we may assume that for any II < ATng at 
least one of the following occurs: 
(5.3) (I) C,(AmflD) # (0), or 
C-4 C,,,W > CR,R@~+~~ or 
(3) G!Fd~) & G,m(-~“‘l)* 
The first step is quite usual. 
4.81/27/z-9 
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(5.4) V is irreducible. 
Suppose V = V, + ... i V, where the Vi are irreducible. Then (5.2) 
holds for (AG, R, Vi) if and only if it holds for (AG, R, V). Thus t = 1. 
(5.5) We may assume k is algebraically closed. 
Let k be an algebraic closure of k and k Ok V = p, Now 
where the pi are homogeneous components, all being algebraically conjugate. 
By (1.10) we see that if (5.2) holds for (AG, R, V,), it holds for (AG, R, V). 
Thus we may assume t = 1 and k = k. 
(5.6) V is not induced from any proper subgroup A,G of AG. In particular, 
v IA00 is homogeneous for every A,, n A. 
The second sentence is clearly a consequence of the first. So assume V 
is induced from a subgroup A,G where A, is a proper subgroup of A. Since 
A is nilpotent, we may assume that A, is maximal (hence normal of prime 
index p) in A. Now there is an irreducible k[A,G] module U so that 
u I-+fG c?! v. 
With M = A,G, N = ker[A,G + Aut U], and H = R we may apply 
(3.8) to obtain L, <L and H, < R so that H,,N/N is an L,N/N support 
subgroup of A,G/N. Further, the unique maximal A,G/N invariant subgroup 
of H$V’IN is H,*N/N where 
H,,” = H, n R”(N n R). 
Let A,G = A,G/N, H, = H,,N/N, and L, = L,N/N. 
By (1.11) C&A, n Ak) = (0) if and only if Cy(Ak) = (0). So with 
A,,” = A,, n A” we have CU(Aorn) = (0) and C,(AT+l) f (0). We now 
apply induction to (A,G, H,, , U). Thus there is D < AoT” so that 
(a) C,(Ay+‘D) = (0), and 
Notice that A,” = A, n A” is normal in A and A,“/A,k+’ is central. 
So Ar+lD is normal in A. Choose 1 = x1 ,..., x, E A coset representatives 
for A,G in AG. Then, with Ui = xi @ U, we have C,i(AT+lD) = 
C,,(X~A~+~DX;‘) = (0). Thus 
(1) C,(A”+lD) < C,(AT+lD) = (0). 
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Note that Ifi = R/R* = l?l q ... i & as an A,@ module where the 
2% are homogeneous components and t = 1 or p. We may 
so that HO/HO* N &R*/R* is an irreducible component of 
If t = p we may also set & = x& . 
Since fil is homogeneous, by (b) above, we have 
Suppose for a moment t = p. Then, since AmAID is normal in A: 
Thus C2(A T+‘D) 2 C~(A~+l) whether t = 1 or p. So 
Finally we work on (c). Set Gi = Gx~Nx;~/xJVX;‘~ Then A, 
upon Vi = -ri @ U. From (c) above we obtain 
just as above for Ri . But now, since V is faithful, xiNx;‘= 1 and by (1.8) 
Cc) CGiF(G)(D) 3 CFIF(G)(AFID) 
3 CG,F(G&4F1) 
3 CG,F(G)(Am+l). 
This contradiction proves (5.6). 
(5.7) For eaery A, < A, C,(A,) # (0). 1% particular, M = 0. 
Clearly the first part implies the second. So we prove the first part, Assume 
it is false. Let A, be any subgroup of A such that [A: A,] is a prime p and 
C,(A,) = (0). Certainly one such subgroup exists by our assumption and 
the nilpotence of A. 
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Now V IAo9 is homogeneous by (5.6) and also I? lAOG = 2, q *.* q 8, 
where each Ri is homogeneous and t = 1 or p. By (3.8) again we may choose 
H,, < R an L, < L support subgroup of A,G so that H,,* = H, n R* 
and H,R*IR* is an irreducible component of & . So induction again applies 
to (A,G, Ho , V). Suppose Aok = A,, n A” and C,(A,“) = (0) but 
C,(A~+“) # (0). Then there is a subgroup D < A,,” so that 
(a) C,(At+lD) = (0), and 
Just as in (5.6) these lead to 
(a) C,(A”+lD) = (0), and 
(b) Cx(D) 3 C,(A”+lD), and 
We will have proved (5.7) if we can show that K = m. 
Note that the above argument works for any A, of prime index p in A 
such that C,(A,) = (0). First, assume m > 0. Then we may choose 
A, > Al. Thus A,j = Aj for all j > 0. So R = m. Second, we assume 
m = 0. Then C,(Aj) f (0) f or any j > 0. Thus C,(A,j) # (0) for any 
j > 0 and K = 0. So again k = m = 0. This completes (5.7). 
(5.8) C,(Z?) < A OY C,(G/F(G)) < A. 
Assume that A centralizes i? and G/F(G). Then with D = A (5.2) holds 
since m = 0. 
(5.9) C,(G/F(G)) = A and &(I?) < A. 
We have V not induced from any proper subgroup A,G of AG by (5.6). 
So by (4.6) A* = C,(G/F(G)) satisfies 
&(A*) = (0). 
By (5.7) we must have A* = A. The rest follows by (5.8). 
We now endeavor to prove that R* < Z(AG). The proof is rather involved. 
We make the following: 
(5.10) ASSUMPTION. R* 4 Z(AG). 
Among all subgroups of R* we choose Q minimal normal in AG such 
that Q 4 Z(AG). That is, Q/Z(AG) n Q is an AG chief factor. 
(5.11) Q is abelian. 
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Suppose not. Let N be a characteristic abelian subgroup of Q. Now 
N A AG so that by the minimal choice of $I,, N < Z(AG) n Q < Z(Q). 
So by (2.2) Q is of type e’. By (2.6) and the minimality of Q we see that 
Q is extra special. Now Q/Z(Q) is an AG chief factor so that R is trivial on 
Q/Z(Q)~ So by (1.9) R = C,(Q)@ Both C,(Q), are proper AC invariant 
subgroups of R so that R = &x(Q)Q < R*. This ntradiction proves (5. B I ). 
Another way is to note we may take L < CG(R*) by (3.5). Then by (3.6) 
Q <xc < CAR*> < G(Q). 
Q $ Z(AG) and Q is abelian we know tbat V jo = VI i ... + Vt 
where the Vi are homogeneous components and t > 1. Let S be the 
stabilizer in AG of VI . If XV, = Vi then x&-r is the stabilizer in A 
of Vi _ i\;ow A is a Hall subgroup of AG and G is a normal Hall complement 
to A so that we may number the Vi such that 
S = AIG, 
where A, = A n S and Gr = G n S. Let G, = fizEAG 6, . By (5.6) and 
(5.7) we may apply (4.5). Thus: 
(5.12) The stabilizer of VI is AGl where Gl < 6. If 6, = rjstAC Gl , 
then G&‘,(A) = G. Further, A centdizes Q* 
Choose xl = I, x2 )..., x t E C,(A) so that xiv1 = Vi ~ Now Q is abelian 
so that Q acts as scalar multiplication upon Vi . In particular, A centralizes 
the action of9 on V, . Thus A = xiAx;” centralizes the action ofg? = x@x;’ 
upon Vi = x,V, . We conclude that A centralizes the action of Q on V. 
Since V is faithful, this means that A centralize 
Remadz. By (3.5) we may assume that% < Cc 
by (3.6). 
(5.13) There is a normal subgroup M < G of prime i&e, p such that 
AM n AG and AM > C,(Q). 
Certainly C,,(Q) > AL is normal in AG. Choose K 3 CA,(Q) maximal 
normal in AG. Then with M = K A G we have (5.13). 
(5.14) R* < Z(AG). Assumption (5.18) is false. 
Suppose I/ jAM = U, t ... t U, where the L7i are the homogeneous com- 
ponents and s = 1 orp. Now MC,(A) = G so we choose x1 = I,..., x, E C,(A) 
as coset representatives of AM in AG. Let N = ker[AM + Aut U,]. By 
(3.8) we may choose a subgroup r-l, < R and L, < L so that HJVjN is an 
L,N/N support subgroup of AM/N. 
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Now&~,, =R1+ ..-+& where the & are homogeneous components 
and m = 1 or p. We number the Xi so that 
Since xi E C,(A), each Ui = x,U, is isomorphic to Ur as an A module. 
So a subgroup B < A satisfies CU1(B) = (0) if and only if C,(B) = (0). 
We may now apply induction to (A&‘/N, H,,hT/N, U,). Because of (5.7) 
we obtain 
But fir is homogeneous and fi,, is AM isomorphic to an irreducible com- 
ponent so that 
C&4) 3 C&4’>. 
But xi centralizes A so if & = xi& , 
Applying (5.9) we obtain with D = A, 
(a> G(A) = (3 
(b) CA4 3 C&Q 
(4 G,m,(A) 2 Gm)W)~ 
This proves (5.14). 
(5.15) R is abelian. 
Suppose R is non-abelian. If N < R is characteristic and abelian then 
N a AG so N < R* < Z(AG). Thus R is of type e’ by (2.2). But by (2.6) 
we may assume that R is extra special. Now by (4.2) with A* = C,(R), 
we have C,(A*) = (0). By (5.7), A* = A. But by (5.9) A* < A. This 
proves (5.15). 
(5.16) (5.2) hoZds. 
Consider V lR = V, i ... -j- V, where the Vi are homogeneous com- 
ponents. As in (5.4) we may number the Vi so that the stabilizer of V, is 
AG, for Gi < G and G,C,(A) = G. N ow the argument following (5.12) 
shows that A centralizes R. But then 
C,(A) = (0) and G(4 f (0) 
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and 
This final contradiction proves (5.16) and therefore (5.2). 
emark. In the hypotheses, A = ia0 > ... > Arz = 1 is a strictly 
decreasing central series. Often we took, for A, < the central series 
given by A, n A Ic. This need not strictly decrease. t by dropping out 
repetitions it will. So, the fact that we ignored this is of no great consequence 
in the proof. The reason for the strict decrease was to ensure that ATi& = A 
if and only if m = 0. Actually, all we needed was the central section kPm/Amil+ 
VI. THEOREM A 
(6.1) Assume the following: 
(a) AG is a sokiable group with noTmat’ subgroup G and ~~rnp~erne~t A 
where (1 A I, j G I) = 1. 
9 1 Z, free for all primes p. 
is a Jield of characteristic c where c f / A jl 
(d) V is a sum of isomorphic copies of a faithfid irreducible 
(e) R < G is abelian lzormal in AG. 
(6.2) If A = A0 > Al > ... > AR = I is a central series for A, 
C,(P) = (0), and Cv(Am+l) # (0), then theye is a subggToup D < Am so t?zat 
(1) CV(A”+lD) = (0), and 
(2) C,(D) 3 C,(A”+i). 
The proof is by induction upon dim Y $ 1 A I + 1 G /. We assume (6.2) 
is false and choose a minimal counterexample (AG, V). 
(1) V is irreducible. 
This is as (5.3). 
(2) We may assume k is algebraically closed. 
Again we follow (5.4). 
(3) 4 CM; R $ Z(AG). 
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If R < C,(A) then (1) and (2) of (6.2) hold for D = A”. If R 4 Co(A) 
then R < Z(AG). 
We write V IR = V, + 1.. q V, where the Vi are homogeneous com- 
ponents. By (3) t > 1. Since A has normal Hall complement G, by taking 
an appropriate conjugate we may assume that the stabilizer in AG of V, 
is A,G, where A, < A, Gr < G. Then as an A,G, module we have 
V,(A,G,) IAG ‘v V. 
(4) V is not induced from any proper subgroup A,G of AG. A, = A. 
Suppose not. Choose A, maximal (hence normal of prime index p) in A 
so that there is an A,G module U so that U IAG E V. Let 
N = ker[A,G + Aut U]. 
Set A,G = A,G/N, i? = RN/N. By (1.11) we know that Co(A,,) = (0). 
Thus induction applies to (A,G, U). Let A,,” = A, n A”. Then again, by 
(1.1 I), C,(A,,m) = (0) and C,(AT+l) f (0). So there is a D < A,” with 
(a) C,(AI;“+‘D) = (0), and 
(b) CR(D) 2 C&C+‘). 
Choose x1 = I,..., x, E A as coset representatives for A, in A. Since 
A2;“+lD is normal in A, as in (5.6), we find that 
C,(Ar+lD) = (0). 
Also with Ni = xiNxil and i& = RN,/Ni we get, as in (5.6), 
for all i. 
But now by (1.3) 
Cg%(A;;“+lD) > CR{(A:+I) 
C,(Ay+‘D)Ni > C,(A:“)Ni 
for all i. So by (1.7), since 0 Ni = 1, 
C,(Ar+lD) > C,(A:+‘). 
Mimicking (5.6) still we then obtain 
(a) c,(A~+lD) = (0), and 
(b) C,(D) Z CMm+l). 
Since we may choose A,, > A, and U = V,(A,G,) jAoG if A, < A this 
completes (4). 
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(5) C,(A,) # (0)for any A, < A, 7% = 0. 
Suppose not. Choose A, maximal in A such that C,(A,) = (0). Now 
induction applies to (A&G, V). If we set A,” = A, A A” then, for some R, 
Cv(A2) = (0) and C,(A~+l) + (0). There is a D < A,” so that 
(a) C,(At+lD) = (0), and 
(bj CxP) 3 G(A:+l). 
If M > 1 then we may choose A,, 3 A1 and k = m. If m = 0 then 
C,(Aj) # (0) allj > 0 so C,(A,‘) # (0) for allj > 0. So again k = 0 = m, 
So (5) follows much as (5.7) did. 
(6) lCG(A) = 6. 
This is an immediate consequence of (4.5). 
(7) A centralizes R. 
Note that we may choose x1 = 1, x2 ,..., xt E C,(A) as coset representatives 
for G, in G. Now we may number things so that xii/, = Vi . Then as A 
modules all Vi are isomorphic to Vi . Further, W acts as scalar multiplication 
on Vi , hence on each Vi . Thus ,4 centralizes the action of R on Y. Since 
V is faithful, A centralizes R. Recall (5.12). 
(8) (6.2) holds. 
We compare (7) and (3). 
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